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514 oh. 65-66 ion in their Rx.aJ.er that thouh they have sinned
in past they can simply go ahead an claim God' blessings,
is dealt with
In these 2 ch. half is rebuke, and half is blessing. Starts
with rebuke and ends with rebuke

517 65 Summary of contents
5l7/5-.10 67:15-16

1/ 516 65:17 Statement of various interpretations
Physical changes in the heaven and earth. Nillennium

517 Rev. 20,21. Sld bible
Prof. Zahn'a int -- that Rev. 21 with its description of
new heaven and new earth is the millennu.
broke up one of_Zahn's setencea into three in making trans.
for duswell.

518 AA' s sympathy for Zahn'e view
65:17 Either a statement of whet will happen after millernium or

a statement of the millennium.
18-19 Fit a time after the milleniunA or couldtit mi1enniu.

o 519 67:20 Few think this is after the millennium
hen one dies at 100 they will say the fellow was only a child

when he died'.
519/7 Princeton student who thot prof's stress on"laet,enemy to,be

destroyed is death" disproved pre-mil view.view. -J-'

520 arguments dealt with.
Resurrect.on odi..es on the new earth thot inconceivable.

i'lfr How have grt. uprising at end, if people not have natural bodies
/ on earth.

Neglect of millennial teaching in last century

521 Attacks on pre-mil by oderni by Westminster Seminary,
by

521 Alexander's commentary on isaiah
522 cont'd. Refers to Calvin

vs. 20, 16-19

' 525 65:15-14,16,20 Preasture death shall be unknown - s" 17) in new earth
525/8-10 ethod of interp. that takes mi1lennit of,ible

524 Inconsistencies and cianers of mil. i
Dean Rev. 20

.- 525 67:21-24 Lank,. similar to ch. 11. Some critics date this post-exile.
526 65:27 Origin's idea. Serpent and the curse.

Alexander's coma, on the holy mt. being the
Did lion eat straw in Garden of Eden?

526a Discussion re millennium cont'd

527 66s Continuing answer to the prayer.
66:1 - 4 Temple of heart condition most important thing

No amt. of orthodoxy can bring his approval.
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